Guidebook
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Disclaimer
The Mandatory Packaging Reporting (MPR) Guidebook is developed by the National
Environment Agency (NEA) with the aim of providing administrative guidance to companies
in complying with the MPR. This Guidebook should be read in conjunction with Part 4 of the
Resource Sustainability Act, Reporting in Relation to Packaging; as well as the Resource
Sustainability (Packaging Reporting) Regulations 2020.
The contents herein serve only as a guide and are not intended to be an authoritative
statement of the law or a substitute for legal or other professional advice. In the event of
inconsistency between this document and the legislation, the legislation will prevail. The
legislation may be accessed at https://www.nea.gov.sg/packaging.
NEA, its officers and employees shall not be responsible for any inaccuracy, error or omission
in this publication or liable for any damage or loss of any kind as a result of any use of or
reliance on this publication.
The contents of this publication are protected by copyright, trademark or other forms of
proprietary rights and may not be reproduced, republished or transmitted in any form or by
any means, in whole or in part, without written permission from NEA.
For more information on the MPR and its requirements, kindly visit www.nea.gov.sg/packaging
or write to packaging@nea.gov.sg.
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About this guide
This Guidebook is developed by the National Environment Agency (NEA) with the aim of
providing guidance to obligated companies under the Mandatory Packaging Reporting (MPR)
framework in complying with Part 4 of the Resource Sustainability Act, Reporting in Relation
to Packaging; and submission of reports and relevant documents through the Waste and
Resource Management System.
Case studies have been included in this guide to provide additional guidance to companies in
applying the principles covered in this guidebook.
Companies may refer to the 3R Guidebook for Packaging at
http://www.packaging-partnership.org.sg/resources/3r-guidebook-packaging that was
co-developed by the Singapore Manufacturing Federation and the NEA as part of the
Packaging Partnership Programme for guidance in developing and implementing
3R (reduce, reuse, recycle) plans in alignment with the MPR requirements.

About National Environment Agency
The National Environment Agency (NEA) is the leading public organisation responsible for
ensuring a clean and sustainable environment for Singapore. Its key roles are to improve and
sustain a clean environment, promote sustainability and resource efficiency, maintain high
public health standards, provide timely and reliable meteorological information, and encourage
a vibrant hawker culture. NEA works closely with its partners and the community to develop
and spearhead environmental and public health initiatives and programmes. It is committed
to motivating every individual to care for the environment as a way of life, in order to build a
liveable and sustainable Singapore for present and future generations.
For more information, visit www.nea.gov.sg.

Connect with us on
Facebook

Instagram

Telegram

Youtube

LinkedIn

TikTok

Twitter
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The Resource Sustainability Act (RSA) that was
gazetted on 4 October 2019 gives legislative
effect to the regulatory measures targeting the
three priority waste streams of e-waste, food
waste and packaging waste. The Mandatory
Packaging Reporting (MPR) which commenced
on 1 July 2020, aims to raise awareness among
companies on the benefits of packaging waste
reduction and to spur companies to reduce
the amount of packaging used which could
generate cost savings, while offering flexibility
in the implementation. In developing 3R plans,
companies can consider initiatives that facilitate
the recycling of packaging waste, such as
through using packaging material that is easier
to recycle or implementing voluntary packaging
take-back and recycling schemes.
The MPR will enable NEA to obtain
comprehensive packaging data that would aid
in the development of policies and programmes
on packaging waste management. It will also
lay the foundation for an Extended Producer
Responsibility (EPR) framework for managing
packaging waste, including plastics, which NEA
is currently studying.
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Chapter 2

Coverage of the Mandatory Packaging
Reporting
2.1 Companies covered under the Mandatory Packaging Reporting
Companies that meet all the following criteria1 are required to comply with the
Mandatory Packaging Reporting (MPR):
Carries on a business of supplying regulated goods in Singapore
Meets the prescribed threshold criteria of an annual turnover of more than S$10 million2
Imports specified packaging as per section 19(2)(a) of the Resource Sustainability Act (RSA) or
uses specified packaging as per section 19(2)(b) of the RSA

Summarised below are the MPR requirements:
Submit annual reports using the Packaging Data Excel
Reporting Template provided by NEA, accessible at
http://www.nea.gov.sg/packaging relating to the specified
packaging imported (s19(2a) RSA) or used (s19(2b) RSA) that
furthers the business of supplying regulated goods in Singapore,
by March of every reporting year (starting from 2022, (T)).

Note:

A non-exhaustive list of examples of what is seen to further the
business of supplying regulated goods in Singapore can be found on
pages 33 and 34.
Each report must state the weight and form of specified packaging
imported (s19(2a) RSA) or used (s19(2b) RSA) (in the year before,
(T – 1)) according to the type of material.
Submit methodology document that explains the methodology used in recording the material,
weight and form of specified packaging imported (s19(2a) RSA) or used (s19(2b) RSA) in the
Packaging Data Excel Reporting Template.

Source:
1 By meeting all the criteria, a company would be seen as meeting the definition of a “Producer” as defined through section
19(2) - Part 4 of the Resource Sustainability Act.
2 NEA will review the threshold in subsequent years, and the prescribed threshold criteria may be adjusted over time.
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Develop 3R (reduce, re-use or recycle) plans for packaging in Singapore that will be completed
within 3 years (with respect to the year when the 3R plan was submitted) based on either of the
following plans:

a. Packaging Reduction

b. Packaging Collection
for Reuse

c. Packaging Collection
for Recycling

d. Consumer Outreach
e. Industry Outreach related f. Use of Recycled Content
related to Packaging 3Rs
to Packaging 3Rs
in Packaging Material

g. Improving Recyclability
of Packaging

Note:

These plans are not limited to the specified packaging imported
(s19(2a) RSA) or used (s19(2b) RSA) by the producer and can be for
packaging used and/or disposed of within the premises, or those that
are excluded from the packaging data reporting.
Keep records related to above reports and plans based on prescribed requirements for a period
of 5 years.
Obligated companies are required to submit the filled Packaging Data Excel Reporting Template,
methodology and at least one 3R plan via the MPR portal within the Waste & Resource
Management System (WRMS), accessible at https://wrms.nea.gov.sg or through the NEA MPR
website at http://www.nea.gov.sg/packaging.
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2.1.1

Carries on a business of supplying regulated
goods in Singapore
A company is in the business of supplying regulated goods in Singapore as long as the supply
of regulated goods in Singapore is in accordance with its legislative meaning as prescribed
through section 19(1) of the RSA, reproduced below:
“Supply”, in relation to any regulated goods, includes —
the supply of the regulated goods by way of sale (including by barter or exchange), lease, loan,
hire or hire-purchase
the supply of the regulated goods by retail or by wholesale
the supply of the regulated goods in connection with any agreement
the offer to supply the regulated goods or exposure of the regulated goods for supply

Companies that only export or tranship regulated goods are not in the business
of supplying regulated goods in Singapore as long as none of the regulated
goods are supplied in Singapore, and all of the regulated goods are either
(or will be) exported or transhipped out of Singapore.
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2.1.2

Prescribed threshold criteria
The Resource Sustainability Act (RSA) allows the threshold criteria to be set as:
the annual turnover of the company and/or;
the quantity of specified packaging imported (s19(2a) RSA) or used (s19(2b) RSA) by
the company

The prescribed threshold criteria for the current phase of the Mandatory Packaging Reporting
(MPR) are set as an (a) annual turnover exceeding S$10 million. There are no threshold criteria
set for (b). This, however, may be reviewed in the future.
The annual turnover is not limited to the gross revenue generated through the import
(s19(2a) RSA) or use (s19(2b) RSA) of specified packaging. It instead refers to the overall gross
revenue of the Singapore registered company in respect of the business in Singapore, whether
in relation to the supply of regulated goods or otherwise. The turnover over the period from 1
January to 31 December must be used to determine the annual turnover for a particular year.
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2.1.3

Definition of “Import”
“Import” as defined through section 2(1) of the Resource Sustainability Act (RSA) and
Common Interpretation Act means to bring or cause to be brought into Singapore by land, sea
or air. It does not include the bringing into Singapore of any regulated goods which are to be
taken out of Singapore on the same conveyance on which they were brought into Singapore
without any landing or transhipment within Singapore. Import is not limited to the physical
act of importing goods into Singapore, it can also include the act of causing the importation of
goods in Singapore e.g. by engaging another company to import on your company’s behalf.

Companies may refer to the checklist in Appendix B to assess if they are required to comply
with the Mandatory Packaging Reporting and for guidance as to what should be reported.
Case studies are available in Appendix C to aid in identifying reporting obligations.

The scenarios below detail the reporting obligations based on the more common “import”
related activities.

Note:

The scenarios below assume that there is no agreement between
your company and another (e.g. specific instructions, contract, or
engagement) to import and/or supply these regulated goods or to
control the supply of regulated goods in Singapore in any way.
If such an agreement exists, please consult NEA.
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S/N

1

Activity & Specified packaging
to be reported
Regulated goods in specified
packaging are directly imported
and supplied in Singapore by
your company

Scenario

Company C imports regulated goods in Singapore and
supply these to Company A
Overseas

Singapore

Specified packaging to be
reported by your company:
Those associated with the
imported regulated goods should
be reported by your company.

Legend:
Regulated Goods
Money for Regulated Goods
Order (cause the import to occur)
Figure 1
Import Scenario #1

Who should be reporting the associated
specified packaging?
Company C would be obligated to report the
associated specified packaging as they imported these
regulated goods.
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S/N

Activity & Specified packaging
to be reported

2

Regulated goods in specified
packaging are imported on behalf
of your company and supplied in
Singapore by your company

Scenario

Company C engages Company D to import regulated goods
in Singapore on their behalf and Company C supplies these
to Company A
Overseas

Singapore

Specified packaging to be
reported by your company:
Those associated with the
imported regulated goods should
be reported by your company.

Legend:
Regulated Goods
Money for Regulated Goods
Order (cause the import to occur)

Figure 2
Import Scenario #2

Who should be reporting the associated
specified packaging?
Company C would be obligated to report the associated
specified packaging as these regulated goods are brought
into Singapore on their behalf.
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S/N

3

Activity & Specified packaging
to be reported
Regulated goods in specified
packaging are supplied in Singapore
by your company but drop shipped
to or imported by your customers.

Scenario

Company C does not import regulated goods in Singapore,
instead, these are supplied by Company C to Company A
and either drop shipped or imported by Company A
Overseas

Singapore

Specified packaging to be
reported: None, those associated
with the drop shipped or imported
regulated goods (by your
customers) should be reported
by your customers if they are
producers (s19(2) RSA) themselves.
Legend:
Regulated Goods
Money for Regulated Goods
Order (cause the import to occur)

Figure 3
Import Scenario #3

Who should be reporting the associated specified
packaging?
Company A would be obligated to report the associated
specified packaging if they are producers (s19(2) RSA)
themselves as these regulated goods are brought into
Singapore because of an order made by them, causing
these to be brought into Singapore.
These regulated goods would be seen to have been
imported by Company A in furtherance of their business of
supplying regulated goods in Singapore.
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S/N

4

Activity & Specified packaging
to be reported
Regulated goods in specified
packaging are supplied in Singapore
by your company however these
are not imported into Singapore
beforehand and only imported once
your customers order them.

Scenario

Company C supplies regulated goods in Singapore only to
Company A. Only when Company A has ordered and made
the payment to Company C would Company C import
these regulated goods and deliver them to Company A,
who is considered as the “producer” according to s19(2)
of the RSA that carries on a business of supplying these
regulated goods in Singapore.
Overseas

Singapore

Specified packaging to be
reported: Depends, if:
Your company only supplies
these regulated goods to a
single company
None, those associated with
the imported regulated goods
should be reported by the
company if they are producers
(s19(2) RSA) themselves.

Legend:

Your company supplies these
regulated goods to multiple
companies

Regulated Goods
Money for Regulated Goods
Order (cause the import to occur)

Those associated with the
imported regulated goods should
be reported by your company.
Figure 4

Import Scenario #4

Who should be reporting the associated
specified packaging?
Company A would be obligated to report the associated
specified packaging if they are producers (s19(2) RSA)
themselves as these regulated goods are brought into
Singapore because of an order made by them, causing
these to be brought into Singapore.
Note: Company C would be obligated to report the
associated specified packaging if they imported these
regulated goods and supplied them to multiple companies
in Singapore.
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S/N

Activity & Specified packaging
to be reported

5

Regulated goods in specified
packaging are not supplied in
Singapore by your company.
Instead, companies deal directly
with your overseas supplier or HQ.
These regulated goods in specified
packaging are drop shipped to or
imported by the companies.

Scenario

Company A purchases regulated goods directly from
Company C’s overseas HQ. These regulated goods are
either drop shipped or imported by Company A who is
also a “producer” according to s19(2) of the RSA and will
carry on a business of supplying these regulated goods in
Singapore.
Overseas

Singapore

Specified packaging to be
reported: None, those associated
with the drop shipped or imported
(by the companies) regulated
goods should be reported by the
companies if they are producers
(s19(2) RSA) themselves.
Legend:
Regulated Goods
Money for Regulated Goods
Order (cause the import to occur)

Figure 5
Import Scenario #5

Who should be reporting the associated
specified packaging?
Company A would be obligated to report the associated
specified packaging if they are producers (s19(2) RSA)
themselves as they imported these regulated goods in
furtherance of their business of supplying regulated goods
in Singapore.
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S/N

6

Activity & Specified packaging
to be reported
Regulated goods in specified
packaging are not supplied in
Singapore by your company. Instead,
companies deal directly with your
overseas supplier or HQ. Your
company only imports regulated
goods in specified packaging and
delivers them to these companies.

Scenario

Company A purchases regulated goods directly from
Company C’s overseas HQ. Once these regulated goods
are supplied by Company C’s overseas HQ to Company
A, Company C would import these regulated goods and
deliver them to Company A who is a “producer” according
to s19(2) of the RSA and will carry on a business of
supplying these regulated goods in Singapore.
Overseas

Singapore

Specified packaging to be
reported: None, those associated
with the imported regulated
goods should be reported by the
companies if they are producers
(s19(2) RSA) themselves.

Legend:
Regulated Goods
Money for Regulated Goods
Order (cause the import to occur)

Figure 6
Import Scenario #6

Who should be reporting the associated
specified packaging?
Company A would be obligated to report the associated
specified packaging if they are producers (s19(2) RSA)
themselves as these regulated goods are brought into
Singapore because of an order made by them, causing
these to be brought into Singapore.
These regulated goods would be seen to have been
imported by Company A in furtherance of their business
of supplying regulated goods in Singapore.
Since Company C did not import these regulated goods
in furtherance of their business of supplying these
regulated goods to Company A i.e. Company C did not
supply these imported regulated goods, they would not
be obligated to report.
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S/N

7

Activity & Specified packaging
to be reported
Regulated goods in specified
packaging are supplied in Singapore
by your company through an
e-commerce platform. Your company
imports and engages a logistic
company to deliver these regulated
goods in specified packaging to
the consumers.

Scenario

A consumer purchases regulated goods through Company
C’s e-commerce platform. These orders are conveyed to
Company C’s overseas supplier. Company C imports these
regulated goods in specified packaging and arranges for
the delivery of these regulated goods through a logistics
company. The logistics company would deliver these
regulated goods to the consumer.
Overseas

Singapore

Specified packaging to be
reported: Those associated with
the imported regulated goods.

Legend:
Regulated Goods
Money for Regulated Goods
Order (cause the import to occur)
Money for delivery service
Figure 7
Import Scenario #7

Who should be reporting the associated
specified packaging?
Company C would be obligated to report the
associated specified packaging as they imported these
regulated goods.
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S/N

8

Activity & Specified packaging
to be reported
Regulated goods in specified
packaging are not supplied in
Singapore by your company. Instead,
consumers e.g. households deal
directly with your company’s HQ
through their e-commerce platform.
Your company’s HQ engages a
logistic company to import and
deliver these regulated goods in
specified packaging directly to the
consumers. Your company does not
partake in the supply or import of
these regulated goods.

Scenario

A consumer purchases regulated goods through Company
C’s HQ e-commerce platform. These orders are sent
directly to Company C’s overseas HQ which would
arrange for the delivery of these regulated goods through
a logistics company. The logistics company would import
these regulated goods and deliver them to the consumer.
Company C does not partake in the supply or import of
these regulated goods.
Overseas

Singapore

Specified packaging to be
reported: None, currently not
covered under the scope of the
MPR.
Legend:
Regulated Goods
Money for Regulated Goods
Order (cause the import to occur)
Money for delivery service
Figure 8
Import Scenario #8

Who should be reporting the associated specified
packaging?
Not covered under the current scope of the MPR.
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2.1.4

Definition of “Use”

Pack regulated goods into or with specified
packaging or wrapping the regulated
goods with specified packaging.
– s19 (2b(i) RSA)
E.g. Manufacturers, fillers/packers, retailers,
supermarkets and F&B establishments.

Engage or cause another person to pack
regulated goods into or with specified
packaging or wrapping the regulated
goods with specified packaging.
– s19 (2b(ii) RSA)
E.g. Companies that contract third-party
companies to manufacture packaged
goods or pack goods.

These do not include packaging that are done for or on behalf of a Singapore-connected person.
The following additional criteria apply ONLY in the context of retailers3 or supply to retailers

Supply regulated goods to a retailer,
provide the retailer with specified
packaging and require the retailer to use
the specified packaging when packaging
or wrapping the regulated goods.
– s19 (2b(iii) RSA)
E.g. Company imports regulated goods,
supplies them to retailers and also provides
these retailers with designated packaging
for packing the regulated goods

If the company is a retailer and specified
packaging is provided to a consumer
who purchases regulated goods from the
retailer to put the regulated goods into.
– s19 (2b(iv) RSA)
E.g. Retailers, supermarkets that provide
packaging for consumers to pack their
purchases within

Companies may refer to the checklist in Appendix B to assess if they are required to comply
with the Mandatory Packaging Reporting and for guidance as to what should be reported.
Case studies are available in Appendix C to aid in identifying reporting obligations.

Source:
3 “Retailer” as defined through section 2(1) of the Resource Sustainability Act.
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The scenarios below detail the reporting obligations based on the more common “use”
(s19(2b) RSA) related activities.

Note:

The scenarios below assume that there is no agreement between
your company and another (e.g. specific instructions, contract, or
engagement) to import and/or supply these regulated goods or to
control the supply of regulated goods in Singapore in any way.
If such an agreement exists, please consult NEA.
S/N

1

Activity

Manufacturing
Your company produces or
manufactures regulated goods
and packs or wraps these in
specified packaging

Specified packaging to be reported by your company

Specified packaging associated with the production or
manufacturing of regulated goods such as:
Specified packaging of the raw materials
Specified packaging of the empty packaging that will
be used (s19(2b) RSA) to pack or wrap the produced
or manufactured regulated goods i.e. packaging of the
empty packaging materials
(Unless (1) or (2) were sourced from a local supplier that
was not engaged to import, produce or manufacture
these – in such cases, the local supplier would be reporting
the associated specified packaging if they are producers
(s19(2) RSA) themselves.)
The specified packaging of the manufactured
regulated goods i.e. the empty packaging in
(2) when they are filled
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S/N

2

Activity

General packing/wrapping
Your company packs or
wraps regulated goods in
specified packaging

Specified packaging to be reported by your company

Specified packaging associated with the regulated goods
that are used (s19(2b) RSA) to pack or wrap the regulated
goods such as:
Specified packaging of the empty packaging that
will be used (s19(2b) RSA) to pack or wrap the
regulated goods i.e. packaging of the empty
packaging materials
(Unless (1) was sourced from a local supplier that was not
engaged to import, produce or manufacture these – in such
cases, the local supplier would be reporting the associated
specified packaging if they are producers (s19(2) RSA)
themselves.)
The specified packaging used (s19(2b) RSA) to pack or
wrap the regulated goods i.e. the empty packaging in
(1) when they are filled

S/N

3

Activity

Contract manufacturing
Engaging another company to
produce or manufacture regulated
goods on your behalf and to pack or
wrap these in specified packaging

Specified packaging to be reported by your company

Specified packaging associated with the production or
manufacturing of regulated goods such as:
Specified packaging of the raw materials
Specified packaging of the empty packaging that will
be used (s19(2b) RSA) to pack or wrap the produced
or manufactured regulated goods i.e. packaging of the
empty packaging materials
(Unless (1) or (2) were sourced from a local supplier that
was not engaged to import, produce or manufacture
these – in such cases, the local supplier would be reporting
the associated specified packaging if they are producers
(s19(2) RSA) themselves.)
The specified packaging of the manufactured
regulated goods i.e. the empty packaging in
(2) when they are filled
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S/N

4

Activity

Contract packing
Engaging another company to use
(s19(2b) RSA) specified packaging
by packing or wrapping regulated
goods on your behalf

Specified packaging to be reported by your company

Specified packaging associated with the regulated goods
that are used (s19(2b) RSA) to pack or wrap the regulated
goods such as:
Original specified packaging of the regulated goods
Specified packaging of the empty packaging that
will be used (s19(2b) RSA) to re-pack or re-wrap
the regulated goods i.e. packaging of the empty
packaging materials
(Unless (1) or (2) were sourced from a local supplier that
was not engaged to import, produce or manufacture
these – in such cases, the local supplier would be reporting
the associated specified packaging if they are producers
(s19(2) RSA) themselves.)
The specified packaging used (s19(2b) RSA) to repack or re-wrap the regulated goods i.e. the empty
packaging in (2) when they are filled
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S/N

5

Activity

Engaging another company A to
customise regulated goods that
they are already in the business of
supplying in Singapore.
Note: This is normally the case for
requests for customised wordings,
designs or logos for corporate gifts.
And either:
These regulated goods are
to be packed or wrapped
in packaging that company
A had already imported
beforehand in furtherance
of their own business of
supplying regulated goods in
Singapore, e.g. they supply
these exact regulated goods to
other companies in Singapore
as well. Your company selects
the specified packaging to be
used (s19(2b) RSA) through
their catalogue of readily
available packaging.
Or

Specified packaging to be reported by your company

For
None. The company engaged is required to report the
associated specified packaging if they are producers
(s19(2) RSA) themselves.
For
Specified packaging associated with the regulated goods
that are used (s19(2b) RSA) to pack or wrap the regulated
goods such as:
Specified packaging of the empty packaging that
will be used (s19(2b) RSA) to pack or wrap the
regulated goods i.e. packaging of the empty
packaging materials
(Unless (1) was sourced from a local supplier that was
not engaged to import, produce or manufacture these –
in such cases, the local supplier would be reporting the
associated specified packaging if they are producers
(s19(2) RSA) themselves.)
The specified packaging used (s19(2b) RSA) to pack
or wrap the regulated goods i.e. the empty packaging
in (1) when they are filled

These regulated goods are
to be packed or wrapped in
customised packaging e.g.
with your company’s branding
that your company engages
company A to manufacture

The additional “use (s19(2b) RSA)” requirements below are only applicable in the context of
retailers or supply to retailers
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S/N

6

Activity

Requiring retailers to pack or
wrap regulated goods in specified
packaging that you provide to them
Your company supplies regulated
goods to retailers and specified
packaging (e.g. empty packaging)
are provided to these retailers to use
(s19(2b) RSA) in connection with
their supply of the regulated goods
(those that you supplied to them)

S/N

7

Activity

Retailers that provide specified
packaging to consumers to pack or
wrap their purchases
Your company supplies regulated
goods to consumers and specified
packaging (e.g. empty packaging)
are provided to these consumers to
put their purchases within
Or
Your company supplies regulated
goods to consumers and specified
packaging (e.g. empty packaging)
are used (s19(2b) RSA) to pack or
wrap their purchases regardless if
at point-of-sale or not

Specified packaging to be reported by your company

Additional specified packaging to be reported by
your company:
Specified packaging of these empty packaging i.e.
packaging of these empty packaging materials
The specified packaging that you provide to them to
pack or wrap the regulated goods i.e. the empty
packaging in (1) when they are filled
Note: If it is not a Singapore registered company that
supplies the regulated goods to retailers and provides the
retailers with specified packaging to use (s19(2b) RSA) in
connection with the retailer’s supply of regulated goods,
the specified packaging in (1) and (2) above should be
reported by the retailer.

Specified packaging to be reported by your company

Additional specified packaging to be reported by your
company:
Specified packaging of these empty packaging i.e.
packaging of these empty packaging materials
(Unless (1) was sourced from a local supplier that was not
engaged to import, produce or manufacture these – in such
cases, the local supplier would be reporting the associated
specified packaging if they are producers (s19(2) RSA)
themselves.)
The specified packaging that you provide to them to
put their purchases within and/or those used (s19(2b)
RSA) to pack or wrap their purchases i.e. the empty
packaging in (1)
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2.2

Goods covered under the Mandatory
Packaging Reporting
Goods that are within the scope of the Mandatory
Packaging Reporting (MPR) are referred to as
“Regulated Goods”. Generally, all goods are within
the scope of the MPR except the following, which are
excluded from the current phase.

Note:

The Resource Sustainability Act (RSA) legislates multiple frameworks,
Part 4 – Reporting In Relation To Packaging prescribes the
requirements for the MPR. “Regulated Goods” should not be confused
with “Regulated Products” of Part 3 – Electronical and Electronic
Waste nor any other parts of the RSA.
The following goods are excluded from the definition of regulated goods.
Any machine, equipment, appliance or other device that is designed solely for industrial or
manufacturing usage or application (including commercial food processing or production)
and any spare part, accessory or peripheral item designed for use with or in the equipment,
appliance or device. E.g. Processing machineries, Industrial Palletizers and Conveyor Systems

Figure 9
Examples of Goods Seen as Machine, Equipment, Appliance or Other Device that is Designed Solely for Industrial
or Manufacturing Usage or Application
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These goods must be designed solely for the purpose detailed above. Companies are advised
to review their goods objectively based on the design of the goods and not how they are being
used by their customers or who they are supplying to.
E.g. A machine may be used in an industrial or manufacturing setting. However, it should
be reported if a machine is designed to be used for other purposes apart from those in the
exclusion, such as use in laboratories for testing/measurement and commercial purposes.

Note:

The exclusion does not apply to consumables (e.g. filters and oils
that are used with the associated goods excluded above) nor do
they apply to parts, accessories or peripherals that are used in an
industrial or manufacturing process to produce or assemble goods.
Any arms or explosives within the meaning of the Arms and Explosives Act (Cap. 13).
Any specified goods listed below and any spare part, accessory or peripheral item designed
for use with or in:

Source:

a lift or an escalator

any sports or
recreation equipment4

a spacecraft

a vessel6

an aircraft5

a motor vehicle7 that is neither
a personal mobility device,
power-assisted bicycle, motorised
wheelchair nor mobility scooter within
the meaning given by section 2(1) of the
Active Mobility Act 2017 (Act 3 of 2017)

4 “Sports or recreation equipment” as defined through the Resource Sustainability Act (Packaging Reporting Regulations) 2020.
5 “Aircraft” as defined through the Resource Sustainability Act (Packaging Reporting Regulations) 2020.
6 “Vessel” as defined through the Resource Sustainability Act (Packaging Reporting Regulations) 2020.
7 “Motor vehicle” as defined through the Resource Sustainability Act (Packaging Reporting Regulations) 2020.

For clarity, the exclusion listed above in
does not apply to all spare parts,
accessories or peripheral items. ONLY those designed solely to be used with or in
the goods listed are excluded.
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2.3

Packaging covered under the Mandatory
Packaging Reporting
Packaging that are within the scope of the Mandatory
Packaging Reporting (MPR) are referred to as “Specified
Packaging8”. Generally, all types of packaging, regardless if
they are for Business-to-Business or Business-to-Consumer are
within the scope of the MPR except for the following, which are
excluded from the current phase.

Those that remain in the possession of the company to be re-used for the containment,
protection, handling, delivery or presentation of any goods
Packaging designed to be re-used by an end-user for the containment of any regulated
goods that are none of the following:

any food or
beverage product

any vitamin and
health supplement

any medicinal
product

any cosmetic
product

any personal care or
hygiene product

any detergent or
cleaning agent

Generally, this means that all packaging designed to be re-used can be excluded unless those
that are used for the purposes detailed in

above. E.g. even if a packaging of a cosmetic

product is designed to be re-used, it would still have to be reported.

Source:
8 “Specified Packaging” as defined through section 19 (1) of the Resource Sustainability Act.
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The following additional criteria applies ONLY in the context of retailers
Any packaging provided by a retailer to a
consumer9 who purchases regulated goods
from the retailer, to enable the consumer to put
the regulated goods into the packaging, is not
packaging designed to be re-used by an end
user. E.g. Carrier bags and crates designed to be
re-used that are provided to consumers by the
retailer, are not excluded.

The scope of the MPR is not limited to packaging that reaches the consumer. Both Businessto-Business and Business-to-Consumer packaging are within scope. There is, however, an
exclusion where “packaging designed to facilitate the protection or handling of the regulated
goods when transported in bulk but not presented or delivered to the consumer of the regulated
goods”, are excluded from the current phase of the MPR. These may be included in the scope in
the future.
Figure 10
Examples of Packaging Designed for the Purpose Detailed in the Exclusion No. 3 Above

Pallets used for bulk purposes

Bulk packaging fillers

“Bulk” is defined as multiple sales units10 or large volume content packaging (e.g. intermediate
bulk containers and drums (200L & above). Refer to Appendix A for packaging designed for
bulk purposes which include examples of specific packaging along with the conditions for
them to be/not to be reported. The list is not exhaustive, and companies should consult NEA if
any guidance is required in assessing whether a packaging fits the exclusion.
Source:
9 “Consumer” as defined through section 2(1) of the Resource Sustainability Act as an individual who purchases or intends
to purchase the regulated goods for household use or private consumption.
10 What constitutes a sales unit is dependent on the producers (s19(2)) business of supplying regulated goods in Singapore.
E.g. if a bundle of 10 regulated goods are supplied as a unit, it is likely that this bundle of multiple regulated goods
constitutes a single sales unit. It does not refer to the quantity of regulated goods i.e. the 10 regulated goods, unless each
regulated good is supplied as a single sales unit.
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Example of “multiple sales units”
If customers purchase 10 units of regulated goods packed in a large carton box and each
of these 10 units constitute a single sales unit i.e. customers are charged per unit, the
large carton box may be excluded as long as they are not presented to a consumer by
your company.
However, if 10 purchase units of regulated goods packed in a large carton box and these 10
units are supplied as a single sales unit i.e. customers are charged per bundle of 10 units, the
large carton box does not fit the exclusion and would have to be reported.
Table 1: Example of single vs multiple sale units
If 1 sales unit = per bundle/ carton

Carton box/pallet – to be reported
All packaging materials within the carton box/pallet
including those for the individual goods – to be reported

If 1 sales unit = per item

If more than 1 sales unit in the carton box
Carton box – do not have to be reported for now.
However, this may be included in the future under the
scope of the MPR.
All packaging materials within the carton box used for
the multiple sales units - do not have to be reported if not
presented or delivered to the consumer. However, this may
be included in the future under the scope of the MPR.
All packaging of the individual goods (sales units) – to
be reported.
If only 1 sales unit per carton box
Carton box as well as all the packaging materials used
for the goods within the carton box – to be reported

Note:

There are plans to include such packaging under the scope of
Mandatory Packaging Reporting in the future.
If per bundle/carton
= 1 sales unit

Carton box to be reported?
No, unless presented
to the consumer

Individual goods

If per item
= 1 sales unit

Carton box to be reported?
Yes
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2.4

Summary of Goods and Packaging covered
under the Mandatory Packaging Reporting
Figure 11
Summary of Regulated Goods and Specified Packaging

All goods are regulated

Except those listed below,
which are excluded:

Any machine, equipment, appliance or other device that is designed solely for industrial or
manufacturing usage or application (including commercial food processing or production)
and any spare part, accessory or peripheral item designed for use with or in the equipment,
appliance or device.
Examples: Processing machineries, Industrial Palletizers and Conveyor Systems

Any arms or explosive within the meaning of the Arms and Explosive Act (Cap. 13)

a lift or an escalator

a spacecraft

any sports or
recreation equipment

a vessel

an aircraft

a motor vehicle that is neither
a personal mobility device,
power-assisted bicycle, motorised
wheelchair nor mobility scooter
within the meaning given by
section 2(1) of the Active Mobility
Act 2017 (Act 3 of 2017)

And any spare part, accessory or peripheral item designed for use with or in the goods listed in this box.
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All material and form of packaging regardless of application should
be reported, even if they are:

Business-to-Business (B2B)

Business-to-Consumer (B2C)

Except those listed below, which are excluded:

Packaging designed to facilitate the protection or
handling of the regulated goods when transported
in bulk
e.g. those used in relation to multiple sales units or
bundle multiple sale or purchase units together

Those that remains in your procession to be re-used

Packaging designed to be re-used by an end user for the containment of any regulated goods,
other than the following which shall be reported:
Packaging for:

any food or
beverage products

any vitamin and
health supplements

any medicinal products

any cosmetic products

any personal care or
hygiene products

any detergent or
cleaning agents

(For retailers) Packaging provided to consumer to enable them to put regulated
goods into packaging such as reusable bags.

Packaging used for the purposes listed in this box will have to be reported even if they are designed
to be re-used.
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Chapter 3

Reports to be submitted under the Mandatory
Packaging Reporting
The reporting portal will be opened for annual submission from 1 January till 31 March of
every reporting year. During this period, companies will be able to log in, register and submit
or edit their submission. To determine if your company is required to report during a specific
reporting year (T + 2) with the packaging data of year (T + 1), companies should refer to their
annual turnover in year (T). The packaging data to be reported in year (T + 2) must cover
the specified packaging imported (s19(2a) RSA) or used (s19(2b) RSA) during the entire
year, January to December of (T + 1). This is to be repeated as long as the company fits the
definition of a producer and meets the prescribed threshold requirement.

Figure 12
Mandatory Packaging Reporting Cycle

Registration
Registration of obligated
companies
Updating of company
and contact details

Packaging
Reporting
Submission of
packaging data of
year (T+1), in year
(T+2) through the Excel
template provided
Submission of
methodology

Open from:
1 January

To be repeated yearly by obligated
companies based on reporting requirements.

3R Plan
Submission
Submission of 3R plan
based on approved
improvement plans
Setting of Key
Performance Indicator
and completion date
Updating of past
submitted 3R plans

To submit by:
31 March
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Companies will be required to submit the following reports to NEA annually from 1 January
to 31 March through NEA’s Waste and Resource Management System (WRMS) starting from
2022. A link to the portal can be accessed at https://wrms.nea.gov.sg. Guidance on interfacing
with the Mandatory Packaging Reporting (MPR) module in the WRMS portal is available in
Appendix D.
Annual reports stating the material, weight and form of specified packaging imported
(s19(2a) RSA) or used (s19(2b) RSA) in furtherance of the business of supplying regulated
goods in Singapore (incl. specified packaging of the actual regulated goods supplied). Specified
packaging imported (s19(2a) RSA) or used (s19(2b) RSA) in relation to regulated goods that the
obligated producer knows have been exported that year or are to be exported, can be excluded.

The table below provides guidance on whether producers are required to report such import
(s19(2a) RSA) or use (s19(2b) RSA). Note that the table is not exhaustive and there would be a
need to report all associated specified packaging of regulated goods that furthers the business
of supplying regulated goods in Singapore.
Table 2: Examples of Specified Packaging Imported (s19(2a) RSA) or Used (s19(2b) RSA) in
Furtherance of the Business of Supplying Regulated Goods
No.

Item

To be reported?

1

Specified packaging of the regulated goods that are supplied or for
supply in Singapore

Yes

2

Specified packaging of raw materials used to produce/manufacture
regulated goods

Yes, if the finished goods
are to be supplied in
Singapore

Note: In cases where a portion of these are used to produce regulated
goods which are exported or are to be exported, companies may
approximate the quantity of these used to produce those which are
to be exported or are to be exported and omit them from the
packaging report.

3

Specified packaging of regulated goods which have failed quality
control or which are otherwise damaged or expired

Yes

4

Specified packaging of regulated goods supplied through Free Trade
Zones (FTZ) unless transhipped

Yes

5

Specified packaging of regulated goods supplied through online
retailers or channels

Yes
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No.

Item

To be reported?

6

Spare part, accessory or peripheral item not designed for use with or in
specified goods11 or list of excluded goods

Yes

7

Specified packaging of regulated goods that are given to customers as
samples, test and trial units

Yes

8

Specified packaging of regulated goods that are distributed during
events e.g. bottled water that are imported and given to customers
during a new product launch

Yes

9

Specified packaging of regulated goods that are exported that year or
are to be exported or transhipped

No

10

Specified packaging of regulated goods for your company’s own
internal cleaning, internal pantry or premises use, internal maintenance,
internal storage, uniform and internal training

No

11

Specified packaging of credit and membership cards

No

Note: Regulated goods with specified packaging purchased directly through a local distributor that
was not engaged to import (s19(2a) RSA) or use (s19(2b) RSA) the specified packaging on behalf
of the company do not have to be reported as these would be reported by the local distributor.

Methodology document detailing how the packaging figures in annual reports detailed in S/N 1
(page 33) were derived and computed
Develop 3R plans for any packaging in Singapore:

Packaging Reduction

Consumer Outreach
related to Packaging 3Rs

Packaging Collection
for Reuse

Industry Outreach related
to Packaging 3Rs

Packaging Collection
for Recycling

Use of Recycled Content
in Packaging Material

Improving Recyclability
of Packaging

Source:
11 “Specified goods” as defined through the Resource Sustainability (Packaging Reporting) Regulations 2020
or detailed as excluded in Chapter 2.2.
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Do note that these plans must be developed for packaging in Singapore. As long as the
prescribed 3R plans above are applied to any packaging in Singapore (not limited to specified
packaging imported (s19(2a) RSA) or used (s19(2b) RSA) in furtherance of the business of
supplying regulated goods in Singapore), they can be submitted. This even includes plans for
packaging within the company’s premises or those that are excluded from the packaging
data reporting.

Companies may refer to the checklist in Appendix B to assess if they are required to comply
with the Mandatory Packaging Reporting and for guidance as to what should be reported.
Case studies are available in Appendix C to aid in identifying reporting obligations.

Franchisor / Franchisee relationships
A Singapore-registered franchisor has the obligation to report for all its franchisees as a
group if the business meets the definition of a producer, and the sum of all franchisees’ annual
turnovers meets the prescribed threshold. However, if the franchisor is not registered in
Singapore, each franchisee is responsible to report individually as long as they are individually
registered in Singapore and meet the prescribed threshold requirement of an annual turnover
exceeding S$10 million.

Group reporting
Group reporting is not allowed. Business entities that are individually registered in Singapore
and have met the reporting requirements are to report on the specified packaging (including
packaged goods) imported (s19(2a) RSA) or used (s19(2b) RSA).

Sales or Supply of goods between related business entities under the same
group of company/companies
For cases where two or more individually registered companies in Singapore that are under
the same group of company/companies supply goods to one another, they would still have
to report on the specified packaging (including packaged goods) imported (s19(2a) RSA) or
used (s19(2b) RSA) individually. There is no exclusive condition catered for such companies to
allocate their reporting obligations to one another.
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3.1

Packaging report
Companies are required to fill in
their packaging data using the Packaging
Data Reporting Excel Template provided
by NEA, which can be accessed at
http://www.nea.gov.sg/packaging. The
packaging data to be reported in year
(T + 2) must cover the specified packaging
imported (s19(2a) RSA) or used (s19(2b)
RSA) during the entire year, January to
December of (T + 1).

Figure 13
Packaging Data Reporting Excel Template
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Figure 14
Company Name, Reporting Period and Annual Turnover

Companies are to fill the packaging data reporting template with:
Company Name

Indicate your Singapore registered company’s full name
Entry should be the same as per what was submitted through the online reporting portal
during registration

Reporting Period

Pre-filled in downloadable excel spreadsheet template based on calendar year (e.g. 1 January 2021
to 31 December 2021)
Specified packaging imported (s19(2a) RSA) or used (s19(2b) RSA) during this reporting period (e.g.
1 January 2021 to 31 December 2021) should be reported in the following year (e.g. 2022)
Refer to the year which the packaging reported is imported (s19(2a) RSA) or used (s19(2b) RSA)

Annual Turnover

Companies are required to declare their annual turnover which would be used in determining if they
have met the prescribed threshold criteria
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Figure 15
Packaging Material, Packaging Form, Further Details, Weight and Remarks

Packaging Material
Material of the packaging (e.g. plastic, paper, metal, glass)

Packaging Form
Physical form of the packaging (e.g. carrier bag, beverage bottle/carton)

Further Details
Details of the packaging material (e.g. PET, Aluminium)

Weight

Overall weight of the packaging imported (s19(2a) RSA) or used (s19(2b) RSA) for the packaging
material and form in the reporting period
Value to be reported should be to the nearest whole number

Remarks
Additional comments can be shared here (e.g. If the reported packaging is re-used or made of
recycled content)
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Companies are to identify components of the packaging according to the different materials
and forms and compute the weight of each material and form. These are to be selected
through a drop-down list. All fields except “Remarks” and “Further Details” are mandatory.
Companies may face difficulties when uploading their Packaging Data Reporting Excel
Template if there are missing fields or if the packaging material, form and further details
are not selected through drop-down list and instead, filled directly. Companies are strongly
advised against reusing the Packaging Data Reporting Excel Template from past submissions.
Instead, kindly download a new Packaging Data Reporting Excel Template for each new
reporting period.
Packaging to be reported by companies should be categorised and entered into the Packaging
Data Reporting Excel Template by following the drop-down options in the table below. For
those which are not directly identifiable through the options listed below, companies are
advised to select the closest possible option.

Table 3: Drop-down options
Packaging Material

Packaging Form

Further Details

Composite

Beverage carton

-

Packs / Sachets
Product packaging (excluding beverage carton,
packs/sachets)
Others
Glass

Beverage bottle
Product packaging (excluding beverage bottle)

Metal

Brown
Clear
Green

Others

Other colours

Beverage can

Aluminium

Disposables (foils, trays)
Food can

Steel
Tin
Others

Product packaging (excluding beverage can,
food can)
Others
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Table 3: Drop-down options
Packaging Material

Packaging Form

Further Details

Paper

Carrier bag

Corrugated board

Disposables (bowls, boxes, cups, plates, trays)
Product packaging

Paper
Paperboard
Others

Transport and protective packaging
Others
Plastic

Beverage bottle
Carrier bag

EPS
HDPE
LDPE

Disposables (bowls, boxes, covers, cups, plates,
trays)
Product packaging (flexible)
Product packaging (rigid, excluding beverage
bottle)
Transport and protective packaging
Wood

Crate

PET
PP
PS
PVC
Others

NA

Transport and protective packaging
Pallet
Product packaging
Others
Others

Carrier bag

Biodegradable/
compostable

Others

Oxo-degradable/
oxo-biodegradable
Others
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Examples of filling the packaging data reporting template
Example 1 (a): Glass beverages bottles packed into carton carriers

Figure 16
Example of filling the Packaging Data Reporting Excel Template (1)

Aluminium cap with LDPE under layer
Plastic label
Glass bottle

Carton carrier

In this example, multiple glass beverage bottles, each with an aluminium cap with LDPE under
layer and a plastic label on the neck of the glass bottle are packed into a carton carrier.
Companies need to identify the components of the specified packaging according to the
different specified packaging material, packaging form, and by selecting from the list under
“Further Details”. They must compute the weight of each specified packaging material
and corresponding packaging form. Companies can use the remarks column to share
additional information.
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Table 4: Example of Options to Select Based on Example 1(a)
Packaging Material

Packaging Form

Further Details

Metal

Others (Since “Cap”
is not one of the
options)

Aluminium

Plastic

Others

LDPE

Plastic label

Plastic

Others

LDPE

Glass bottle

Glass

Beverage bottle

Green

Carton carrier

Paper

Product packaging

Paperboard

Aluminium cap with
LDPE under layer

Example 1 (b):
Glass beverages bottles are packed into carton carriers with promotion label on each bottle.
Specified packaging components that have the same material and form can be aggregated
and reported together. Using a similar example, this time, each bottle has a plastic label placed
at the body.
Figure 17
Example of filling the Packaging Data Reporting Excel Template (2)

Aluminium cap with LDPE under layer
Plastic label
Glass bottle
Plastic label
Carton carrier

Since both labels at the body and neck of the bottle are plastic labels, they can be reported
together along with their combined weight.
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Example 2:
Keyboard that is assembled using various individually packed components

Figure 18
Example of Regulated Goods

Keyboard A (left) assembled using
keycaps A (right)

Keyboard B (left) assembled using
keycaps B (right)

In this example, multiple individually packed components are used for assembling two different
keyboard models.
Certain products may be assembled using various components that may be individually
packaged within similar or different specified packaging.
Some of these components may be similar in sizes, shapes e.g. keycaps of keyboards. If these
components are packed within the same specified packaging material and form, the weight
of the specified packaging used to contain a single component can be multiplied by the total
number of these components within the product (e.g. Keyboard A) and used for other similar
products as well (e.g. Keyboard B) to obtain the total specified packaging weight for these
components.
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Consider 3 distinct components used as parts of the keyboards:
Table 5: Components of the Regulated Goods in Example (2)
Component

No. of Varying Types

Overall Component Quantity

Keycaps

2

104x2=208

Integrated chips

2

1x2=2

Screws

5*

5x4x2=40*

*5 different types of screws with 4 used for each model of keyboard (i.e. Keyboard A and
Keyboard B)

Table 6: Keycaps - Components of the Regulated Goods in Example (2)
Component

No. of Varying Types

Overall Component Quantity

Keycaps

2

104x2=208

If each keycap for a keyboard model has the
same packaging material and form as another
model, the weight of the specified packaging for
one keycap can be considered the same as the
weight of the packaging for all other keycaps.
This weight can be used to compute the overall
specified packaging weight for this component
in both models.
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3.2

Methodology document
Companies are required to provide details on how the packaging information submitted were
derived and computed. In order to offer flexibility to companies due to the varying sources of
information relating to the specified packaging imported (s19(2a) RSA) or used (s19(2b) RSA),
no specific methodologies or templates has been prescribed. Flexibility is given to
companies to adopt their own methodology. The methodology should minimally detail
the information below:
Name & UEN of your company or the company you are preparing the methodology on behalf of
Source document referenced to when obtaining the material, form and weight of specified
packaging imported (s19(2a) RSA) or used (s19(2b) RSA)
Source document referenced to when obtaining the quantity of the specified packaging in (2)
above to derive the total weight of specified packaging imported (s19(2a) RSA) or used
(s19(2b) RSA)
Statistical or mathematical approaches adopted in estimating the information in (2) and (3)
above (if any)

Source of amount of packaging
supplied to Singapore

Source of individual packaging weight
1

Physically weigh the packaging

2

Obtain packaging information
from suppliers

3

Internal specification records
(e.g. Bill of materials)

Production reports

Inventory reports
Multiply by:

Import records
Invoices
Purchasing reports

There is no prescribed methodology that must be adopted by companies. This is to provide
companies the flexibility as to how the annual packaging volume supplied into the Singapore
market can be calculated.
The methodology used to calculate the packaging data submitted must be included as part
of the annual submission. Both the packaging data/reports and methodology are subject to
audits by NEA.
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3.3

3R (Reduce, Reuse, Recycle) plan
Companies are required to develop and submit 3R plans
as part of the Mandatory Packaging Reporting (MPR).
Each plan shall have a timeline of 3 years (from the
submission year) or shorter. A minimum of one ongoing
plan must be maintained by your company. Companies
may adopt any of the 3R plans listed below:

Table 7: Prescribed 3R plans
Type of
Improvement Plan

Key Performance
Indicator (KPI)

Example

Packaging Reduction

Percentage of packaging weight
reduced per SKU (unit = %)

Weight reduction of
packaging used to contain
products produced

Percentage of packaging weight
reduced for each unit of packaging
(unit = %)

Re-use of crates used to supply
products to customer

Total amount of packaging reduced
per $mil annual turnover (unit =
kg/$mil)

Packaging take-back programme
where customers can return
packaging in exchange for
incentives

Number of pieces of packaging
reduced per sales transaction (unit =
no./transaction)

Engaging customers at point
of sales on how to recycle the
products they purchase
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Table 7: Prescribed 3R plans
Type of
Improvement Plan

Key Performance
Indicator (KPI)

Example

Packaging Collection
for Reuse

Amount of packaging reused as
a percentage of the amount of
packaging placed on market (unit = %)

Engaging business partners
through seminars with the topic of
‘Improving product recyclability’

Amount of packaging reused per
$mil company annual turnover
(unit = kg/$mil)

Redesigning the packaging used
to pack products produced by
increasing use of recycled content

Amount of packaging recycled
as a percentage of the amount of
packaging placed on market (unit = %)

Redesigning the packaging used
to pack products produced by
reducing packaging layer

Amount of packaging recycled per
$mil company annual turnover
(unit = kg/$mil)

Weight reduction of packaging
used to contain products produced

Number of events held per year
(unit = no./year)

Re-use of crates used to supply
products to customer

Packaging Collection
for Recycling

Consumer Outreach related
to Packaging 3Rs

Number of people engaged per year
(unit = no./year)

Industry Outreach related to
Packaging 3Rs

Packaging take-back programme
where customers can return
packaging in exchange for
incentives

Number of events held per year
(unit = no./year)

Engaging customers at point
of sales on how to recycle the
products they purchase

Number of people engaged per year
(unit = no./year)

Engaging business partners
through seminars with the topic of
‘Improving product recyclability’

Use of Recycled Content in
Packaging Material

Percentage increase in recycled
content (unit = % )

Redesigning the packaging used
to pack products produced by
increasing use of recycled content

Improving Recyclability of
Packaging

Reduction in number of packaging
materials used per product
(unit = no. )

Redesigning the packaging used
to pack products produced by
reducing packaging layer
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Do note that these plans are to be developed for packaging in Singapore.
Should you require any guidance on developing 3R plans, you may refer to the various
packaging reduction initiatives that were initiated by signatories of the Singapore
Packaging Agreement (SPA)12 . The participants of the SPA awards were able to minimise
their packaging footprint and reap cost savings associated with their initiative to reduce
packaging and/or packaging waste. SPA case studies can be accessed through
https://www.nea.gov.sg/programmes-grants/schemes/singapore-packaging-agreement.
You may also refer to the 3R packaging resource guidebook that was developed as part
of the Packaging Partnership Programme (PPP) for obligated companies under the MPR
framework, as well as companies/organisations seeking to reduce their packaging or
packaging waste. The 3R resource guidebook can be accessed through
http://www.packaging-partnership.org.sg/resources/3r-guidebook-packaging.

Source:
With the end of the SPA on June 2020, the Packaging Partnership Programme aims to continue providing support to
companies in their journey towards more sustainable packaging waste management.
12
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Chapter 4

Keeping of records
Records should be kept for a period of no less than 5 years and should be presented upon
request to NEA for audits and verification. These records include documents that relate to the
specified packaging imported (s19(2a) RSA) or used (s19(2b) RSA) that were reported, the
methodology and the 3R plans.
Common examples of such documentations include:

Supporting documents that show how
packaging quantities imported (s19(2a) RSA)
or used (s19(2b) RSA) less those that were
exported or transhipped such as:
Import/export receipts/custom declaration
and summary
Packaging specification with packaging
weight information
Inventory records

Supporting documents that show progress of
implementation of 3R plans
Specification for old and new packaging
Amount of packaging collected for reuse
or recycling
No. of people or companies engaged
through outreach activities
No. of outreach events
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Chapter 5

Penalties for non-compliance
NEA takes a serious view on non-compliance and will enforce
against companies or individuals that contravene the Resource
Sustainability Act (RSA).

Section
of RSA

Provision

Offence

20(4)

Failure to submit a report relating
to the specified packaging that is
imported (s19(2a) RSA) or used
(s19(2b) RSA)

(a) First conviction: Fine not exceeding $5,000
(b) Second or subsequent conviction: Fine not
exceeding $10,000 or to imprisonment for a term
not exceeding 3 months or to both
(c) In the case of a continuing offence: Further fine
not exceeding $1,000 for every day or part of a day
during which the offence continues after that second
or subsequent conviction

21(3)

Failure to submit a plan to reduce,
re-use or recycle packaging in
Singapore

(a) First conviction: Fine not exceeding $5,000
(b) Second or subsequent conviction: Fine not
exceeding $10,000 or to imprisonment for a term
not exceeding 3 months or to both
(c) In the case of a continuing offence: Further fine
not exceeding $1,000 for every day or part of a day
during which the offence continues after that second
or subsequent conviction
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Section
of RSA

Provision

Offence

22(3)

Failure to comply with
Agency’s direction:

(a) First conviction: Fine not exceeding $5,000

(a) to rectify or re-compute any
matter in the report or plan as the
Agency may require

23(3)

(b) Second or subsequent conviction: Fine not
exceeding $10,000 or to imprisonment for a term
not exceeding 3 months or to both

(b) to resubmit the report or plan
to the Agency

(c) In the case of a continuing offence: Further fine
not exceeding $1,000 for every day or part of a day
during which the offence continues after that second
or subsequent conviction

Failure to :

(a) First conviction: Fine not exceeding $5,000

(a) keep records mentioned in 23
(1) for at least 5 years

(b) Second or subsequent conviction: Fine not
exceeding $10,000 or to imprisonment for a term
not exceeding 3 months or to both

(b) make records available for
inspection upon request by an
authorised officer
(c) give records, documents
or information other than the
records mentioned in 23(1) to
the Agency

(c) In the case of a continuing offence: Further fine not
exceeding $1,000 for every day or part of a day during
which the offence continues after that second or
subsequent conviction
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Appendix A

Mandatory Packaging Reporting
Administrative List
Note:

The purpose of this document is to provide guidance on common
items of packaging* and whether producers are required to report
such import or use under Part 4 of the Resource Sustainability
Act. It is a non-exhaustive list and serves as a guidance to the
industry. Companies are strongly encouraged to consult NEA for any
clarifications. In the event of inconsistency between this list and the
Resource Sustainability Act, the Resource Sustainability Act
will prevail.

*Defined as “any material or combination of materials used for the containment, protection,
handling, delivery or presentation of any goods, but does not include any material that
remains in the possession of a producer of specified packaging to be re-used for the
containment, protection, handling or delivery or presentation of any goods”. Please note
that packaging which is sold as products e.g. carton boxes are not considered packaging.
Instead, they are considered “Regulated Goods”.
If in doubt, please consult packaging@nea.gov.sg.
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S/N

Image

Material

Is this specified
packaging to be
reported?

1

Labels and Stickers
(excluding those that
are placed on goods
at the point of sale)

Yes

2

Scotch tape used to
seal boxes excluding core

Yes

3

Inner core

No
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S/N

Image

Material

Is this specified
packaging to be
reported?

4

Strapping band,
cable tie

Yes, unless it is used in
relation to multiple sales
units and not presented
or delivered to the
consumer of the goods

5

Hanger

No

6

Kraft paper
commonly placed
between goods and
trays as well as
for food

Yes
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S/N

Image

Material

Is this specified
packaging to be
reported?

7

Trays that are used to
contain food products
which are commonly
used by caterers

Yes

8

Trays that are commonly
made of plastic or paper
that are packed with
food products

Yes

9

Compact case

No (possibly included
in 2023/2024)

58

Material

Is this specified
packaging to be
reported?

10

Lipstick tube

No

11

Eyeshadow palette

No (possibly included in
2023/2024)

12

Pen casing

No

S/N

Image

59

Material

Is this specified
packaging to be
reported?

13

Tea bag

No

14

Coffee capsule

No

15

Moon cake packaging

Yes

S/N

Image

No image
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Material

Is this specified
packaging to be
reported?

16

CD casing and sleeve

No

17

Plant pot/vase

Yes

18

Pre-filled syringe

No (possibly included
in 2023/2024)

S/N

Image
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S/N

Image

Material

Is this specified
packaging to be
reported?

19

Pre-filled ampoule

No (possibly included
in 2023/2024)

20

Pre-filled vial (up to
100ml)

No (possibly included
in 2023/2024)

21

Spray cans
containing aerosols

Yes
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S/N

Image

Material

Is this specified
packaging to be
reported?

22

Packaging inner support/
compartment

Yes, unless it is used
in relation to multiple
sales units and not
presented or delivered
to the consumer of
the goods

23

Bulk packaging fillers
(e.g. packing peanuts,
air pillows, cushions that
are used as fillers in bulk
packaging)

Yes, unless it is used
in relation to multiple
sales units and not
presented or delivered
to the consumer of
the goods

24

Drum (200L and
above)

Yes, only if presented
or delivered to the
consumer of the goods
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Material

Is this specified
packaging to be
reported?

25

Small drum

Yes

26

Intermediate Bulk
Container (IBC)

Yes, only if presented
or delivered to the
consumer of the goods

Jerrican

Yes

S/N

Image

No Image

27

64

Material

Is this specified
packaging to be
reported?

28

Carboy

Yes

29

Pallets incl. collars and
plates used with pallets

Yes, unless it is used in
relation to multiple sales
units and not presented
or delivered to the
consumer of the goods

30

Bucket with/without lid

Yes

S/N

Image
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S/N

Image

31

Material

Shrink/Stretch Wrap/
Stretch Hood

Yes, unless it is used
in relation to multiple
sales units and not
presented or delivered
to the consumer of
the goods

ISO Tank

Yes, only if presented
or delivered to the
consumer of the goods

Shipping container

Yes, only if presented
or delivered to the
consumer of the goods

No Image

32

Is this specified
packaging to be
reported?

No Image

33

66

Material

Is this specified
packaging to be
reported?

34

Refillable cylinder

No

35

Bulk bag (incl. flecon)

Yes, only if presented
or delivered to the
consumer of the goods

Carrier Bag

Yes (e.g. if provided
by a retailer to enable
consumers to put
goods within)

S/N

Image

No Image

36

67

S/N

Image

Material

Is this specified
packaging to be
reported?

37

Reusable bag

Yes (e.g. if provided
by a retailer to enable
consumers to put
goods within)

38

Bottles including cap

Yes

39

Soap & Shampoo bottle

Yes

68

S/N

Image

Material

Is this specified
packaging to be
reported?

40

Food container
including cover

Yes

41

Beverage can

Yes

42

Beverage cup

Yes

69

S/N

Image

Material

Is this specified
packaging to be
reported?

43

Small trolley (given
to consumer when
purchasing bulky items)

No

44

Inhaler and Turbuhalor
casing

No

45

Inhaler cartridge

Yes

No Image
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S/N

Image

46

Material

Is this specified
packaging to be
reported?

Can ties and banding
wrapper

Yes

47

Promotional booth

No

48

Vacuum seal bag

Yes

No Image

71

Material

Is this specified
packaging to be
reported?

49

Ribbon

Yes

50

Basket used to pack
goods within such
as hampers

Yes

51

Carton box for logistical
purposes

Yes, unless it is used
in relation to multiple
sales units and not
presented or delivered
to the consumer of
the goods

S/N

Image
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S/N

Image

Material

Is this specified
packaging to be
reported?

52

Small carton box/tray
that forms a single sales
unit e.g. contains multiple
beverage cans

Yes

53

Clam shell packaging

Yes

54

Pouch

Yes

73

Material

Is this specified
packaging to be
reported?

55

Drink carton

Yes

56

Tin

Yes

57

Board/Slip sheet

Yes, unless it is used
in relation to multiple
sales units and not
presented or delivered
to the consumer of
the goods

S/N

Image

74

Material

Is this specified
packaging to be
reported?

58

Sack

Yes

59

Display tray

No

60

Container liners
commonly used to cover
the inside of shipping
containers

Yes, only if presented
or delivered to the
consumer of the goods

S/N

Image

No Image
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S/N

Image

61

Material

Is this specified
packaging to be
reported?

Flexi tank

Yes, only if presented
or delivered to the
consumer of the goods

62

Pail

Yes

63

Tub

Yes

No Image

76

Material

Is this specified
packaging to be
reported?

Box sleeves

Yes

65

Crate

Yes, unless it is used
in relation to multiple
sales units and not
presented or delivered
to the consumer of
the goods

66

Barrel

Yes

S/N

Image

64

No Image
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S/N

Image

Material

Is this specified
packaging to be
reported?

67

Plastic box (Reusable)

Yes (e.g. if provided
by a retailer to enable
consumers to put
goods within)

68

Blister packaging

Yes

69

Desiccant

Yes

78

Material

Is this specified
packaging to be
reported?

70

Canister

Yes

71

Manual and leaflets
regardless if they are
used in relation to the
regulated goods or not

No

72

Tags attached as part
of apparels

No

S/N

Image

79

S/N

Image

73

Material

Taping Reel incl.
packaging strip (e.g.
Taping reel to contain
electrical components)

Is this specified
packaging to be
reported?
Yes, only if presented
or delivered to the
consumer of the goods

No Image
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Appendix B

Mandatory Packaging Reporting
Guide on assessing if a company is required to comply with
the regulation

Please review this section before proceeding to the checklist:
The purpose of this document is to provide guidance to the industry
and help companies to identify if they are required to comply with
the Mandatory Packaging Reporting obligations under Part 4 of
the Resource Sustainability Act 2019 and Resource Sustainability
(Packaging Reporting) Regulations 2020. This document serves
as a set of guidelines and companies are strongly encouraged to
consult NEA for any clarifications.
In the event of inconsistency between this document and the
legislation, the legislation will prevail. The legislation can be
accessed at https://www.nea.gov.sg/packaging.
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Are you a “Producer” of Specified
Packaging?
Do you supply goods within the
definition of s(19) of the Resource
Sustainability Act 2019 (RSA)?
Supply includes:
a) Supply by way of sale (including by
barter or exchange), lease, loan, hire,
or hire-purchase

Do you carry on a business of
supplying Regulated Goods in
Singapore?
Yes

Next question

No

Not a Producer

b) The supply of goods by retail or by
wholesale
c) The supply of goods in connection
with any agreement
d) The offer to supply goods or exposure
of the regulated goods for supply

Yes
No

Next question
Not a Producer

Are any of the goods supplied
considered “Regulated Goods”?
Regulated Goods means all goods
except goods stated in Chapter 2.2.
Yes

Next question

No

Not a Producer

Do you in furtherance of that
business import Specified
Packaging? Import includes:
The actual importing of such Specified
Packaging by importing Regulated
Goods that have been packed into or
wrapped with Specified Packaging
Causing the import of such Specified
Packaging by importing Regulated
Goods that have been packed into or
wrapped with Specified Packaging; but
does not include Specified Packaging
which are to be taken out of Singapore
on the same conveyance which they
are brought to Singapore without
any landing or transhipment
within Singapore.
(Refer to Appendix A for a list of
examples of Specified Packaging)

Yes

A Producer

No

Next question
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Are you a “Producer” of Specified
Packaging?
Do you in furtherance of that
business use Specified Packaging
in any of the following ways?
a) Use 1: You pack the Regulated
Goods into or with Specified
Packaging or wrap the Regulated
Goods with Specified Packaging
b) Use 2: Another party packs or
wraps the Regulated Goods for you
or on your behalf into or with
Specified Packaging
c) Use 3: You supply the Regulated
Goods to a retailer by providing
Specified Packaging to the retailer,
and you require the retailer to
use the Specified Packaging in
connection with the retailer’s
supply of Regulated Goods
d) Use 4: You are a retailer, and you
provide the Specified Packaging to a
consumer who purchases Regulated
Goods from you, which enables the
consumer to put the Regulated Goods
into the Specified Packaging

Yes

Next question

No

Not a Producer

Do you only engage in Use 1 (and
not in Use 2-4), and do so only
for or on behalf of a Singapore
connected person?
Yes

Not a Producer

No

Next question

Are you a retailer who is required
to use the Specified Packaging in
Use 3, and you do not engage in
Use 1,2 and 4?
Yes
No

Not a Producer
A Producer
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If you are a Producer, do you have to fulfil the
requirements stated in s20-23 of the RSA?
(Refer to Annex C for a summary of the requirements)
Is your annual turnover more than
S$10 million in a Year T?

3a

(Annual turnover means the gross
revenue received by the producer in
respect of the producer’s business in
Singapore, whether in relation to the
supply of regulated goods or otherwise)

No
Yes

2b

No

You will need
to fulfil the
requirements
stated in s20-23
of the RSA.

Yes

See next question

See question 2a
See question 3a
3b

2a

Are you the franchisee of a franchise?

Are you the franchisor of a franchise?
No

No need to fulfil
the requirements
stated in s20-23
of the RSA.

Yes

See next question

Is the annual turnover of all the
franchisees of the franchise more
than S$10 million?

No

No need to fulfil
the requirements
stated in s20-23
of the RSA.

Yes

You will need
to fulfil the
requirements
stated in s20-23
of the RSA on
behalf of all the
franchisees.

Is the franchisor of the franchise a
Singapore-connected person?

No

You will need
to fulfil the
requirements
stated in s20-23
of the RSA.

Yes

No need to fulfil
the requirements
stated in s20-23
of the RSA.
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Appendix C

Case Study #1
Company G is an importer and manufacturer of garments. They supply these goods through
their various retail stores in Singapore. They manufacture and are the brand owner of their
locally produced goods. They also import goods from other suppliers.
These goods are unpacked from their individual packaging and placed on display in stores
for purchase. Carrier bags are also provided for customers to bag their purchase. Apart
from facilitating sales physically, goods are also sold through their online platform. Goods
purchased from their online platform are from both their local and overseas suppliers.
In addition, Company G organises regular exhibitions where packaged goods are packed in
tote bags and handed out as door gifts.

Company G is a producer and has to report packaging based on the
following activities:
Table 9: Activity and Specified Packaging to be reported for Case Study 1
S/N

Activity

Packaging to be reported

Section of RSA

1

Importing of
garments

Packaging of imported
garments

19(2)(a)

2

Manufacturing of
garments of own brand

Packaging of garments

19(2)(b)(i)

3

Providing carrier bags
to consumers

Carrier bags

19(2)(b)(iv)

4

Supplying garments via
online channels

Packaging of garments
including transport
packaging for supply
to consumers

19(2)(a) and 19(2)(b)(i)

5

Providing regulated
goods as door gifts
packed in tote bags

Tote bags

19(2)(b)(i)
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Case Study #2
Entity A under Company Y acts as a wholesaler that focuses on the sales of goods packaged
in bulk. These are imported as well as purchased from local suppliers and are supplied through
both business-to-business (B2B) and business-to-consumer (B2C).
Entity B under Company Y manages a chain of supermarkets supplying household goods.
The company’s B2C operations involve packaging these goods into carrier bags for their
customers or delivering the goods to their customers.
Company Y serves as the headquarters and only manages the financial aspects of the
company as a whole (both entities included).

Both Entity A and Entity B are producers and have to report their packaging
supplied to Singapore.
Company Y is not a producer in this case as:
1

They do not supply regulated goods in Singapore (19(2)(a) RSA).

Entity A is a producer and has to report packaging based on the
following activities:
Table 10: Activity and Specified Packaging to be reported for Case Study 2(a)
S/N

1

Activity
Importing of regulated
goods with bulk
transport packaging
from overseas suppliers

Packaging to be reported
Packaging of imported
garments

Section of RSA
19(2)

The bulk transport
packaging (e.g. crates,
pallets, shrink wrap) that
comes with the imported
goods need not be
reported as they are not
provided to consumers
(e.g. households)
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S/N

2

3

Activity

Packaging to be reported

Purchasing of
regulated goods
with bulk transport
packaging from
local suppliers

None

Delivering of
regulated goods using
transport packaging
to consumers and
non-consumers (i.e.
businesses)

Only transport packaging
used (s19(2b)) for delivery
to consumers (e.g.
households) needs to
be reported

Section of RSA
19(2)

The local suppliers
will be responsible for
the packaging of the
regulated goods unless
Entity A engages the local
suppliers to produce the
regulated goods.
-

Entity B is a producer and has to report packaging based on the
following activities:
Table 11: Activity and Specified Packaging to be reported for Case Study 2(b)
S/N

Activity

Packaging to be reported

Section of RSA

1

Providing carrier bags
to consumers

Carrier bags

19(2)(b)(iv)

2(a)

Delivering of regulated
goods with carton
boxes to households

Carton boxes

19(2)(b)(i)

2(b)

Delivering of regulated
goods with reusable
crates which will be
collected after delivery

None

19(1)

The crates remain in the
possession of the Entity B
to be re-used
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Case Study #3
Company Z imports goods from overseas suppliers on their own accord as well as on behalf
of a Singapore-registered company and stores them in their warehouse located in Singapore.
These goods are stored until they are either:
Exported overseas in the same packaging the goods were imported in
Distributed to other companies in Singapore upon purchase by other companies
Exported for further processing/assembling and later imported back into Singapore by Company Z for
supply in Singapore

Company Z is a producer and has to report packaging based on the
following activities:
Table 12: Activity and Specified Packaging to be reported for Case Study 3
S/N

1

Activity
Importing of regulated
goods with bulk
transport packaging
from overseas suppliers
to be exported

Packaging to be reported
None

Section of RSA
19(2)

The exported goods are
to be excluded
The bulk transport
packaging (e.g. crates,
pallets, shrink wrap) that
comes with the imported
goods need not be
reported as they are not
provided to consumers
(e.g. households)

2(a)

Importing of regulated
goods with bulk
transport packaging
from overseas suppliers
on their own accord
to be supplied
in Singapore

Packaging of the imported
regulated goods

19(2)(a)

The bulk transport
packaging (e.g. crates,
pallets, shrink wrap) that
comes with the imported
goods need not be
reported as they are not
provided to consumers
(e.g. households)
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S/N

Activity

2(b)

Importing of regulated
goods with bulk
transport packaging
from overseas
suppliers on behalf of a
Singapore-connected
person (e.g. a company
incorporated in
Singapore) to be
supplied in Singapore

None

Exporting of regulated
goods for further
processing/assembling

None

Importing of
regulated goods (after
processing/assembling)

Packaging of processed/
assembled parts

3

4

Packaging to be reported

Section of RSA
19(2)(a)

The packaging of the
imported regulated
goods shall be reported
by the Singaporeconnected person
The bulk transport
packaging (e.g. crates,
pallets, shrink wrap) that
comes with the imported
goods need not be
reported as they are not
provided to consumers
(e.g. households)
19(2)

The exported goods are to
be excluded
19(2)
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Case Study #4
Company T is a franchisor for a chain of fast-food restaurants. They purchase ingredients such
as meat patties from both local and overseas sources. These ingredients are used to
produce burgers.
Their franchisees serve their burgers within containers provided by the franchisor which
are used as part of their takeaway service. The disposable cutleries used in their fast-food
restaurants are individually packed with some imported from overseas and some bought from
local suppliers.

Company T is a producer and has to report packaging based on the
following activities:
Table 13: Activity and Specified Packaging to be reported for Case Study 4
S/N

Activity

Packaging to be reported

Section of RSA

1

Importing of
ingredients from
overseas suppliers to
be used for production
of goods

Packaging of imported
ingredients unless such
packaging is excluded
from the definition of
specified packaging such
as the bulk transport
packaging (e.g. carton
boxes, tubs, shrink wrap)
that comes with the
imported goods. These
packaging need not be
reported as long as
they are not provided
to consumers
(e.g. households)

19(2)(a)

2

Purchasing of
ingredients from local
suppliers to be used for
production of goods

None

19(2)

The local suppliers
will be responsible for
the packaging of the
ingredients
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S/N

Activity

3

Providing containers
imported from
overseas suppliers
to its franchisees
and requiring the
franchisees to use
the containers in
connection with the
franchisees’ supply of
regulated goods

Containers provided
to franchisees

19(2)(b)(iii)

4

Providing
single-use cutleries
with packaging
imported from
overseas suppliers to
its franchisees

Packaging of the
single-use cutleries
provided to franchisees
as the franchisor is the
direct importer

19(2)(a)

5

Providing singleuse cutleries with
packaging purchased
from local suppliers to
its franchisees

None

19(2)

Packaging to be reported

Section of RSA

The local suppliers will be
responsible for
the packaging of the
single-use cutleries
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Case Study #5
Company X is a caterer. The disposable cutleries, plates, cups and napkins provided to their
customers for the catering are individually packed with some imported from overseas and
some bought from local suppliers. Reusable stainless-steel trays are also provided during the
course of their catering services and are collected after provision of the services.

Company X is a producer and has to report packaging based on the
following activities:
Table 14: Activity and Specified Packaging to be reported for Case Study 5
S/N

1

Activity
Providing single-use
cutleries, plates, cups
and napkins with
packaging imported
from overseas suppliers
to its customers

Packaging to be reported
Packaging of the
single-use cutleries,
plates, cups and napkins
provided to customers
as the caterer is the
direct importer

Section of RSA
19(2)(a)
19(2)(b)(iv)

Single-use plates
and cups
2

Providing single-use
cutleries, plates, cups
and napkins with
packaging purchased
from local suppliers to
its customers

The local suppliers will
be responsible for the
packaging of the singleuse cutleries, plates, cups
and napkins

19(2)(a)
19(2)(b)(iv)

Single-use plates
and cups

3

Providing reusable
stainless-steel trays
to contain food
for catering to
its customers

None

19(1)

The trays remain in the
possession of the caterer
to be re-used
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Case Study #6
Company A is a logistics provider that stores and transports goods on behalf of other
companies. They have a warehouse located in Singapore which contains all the packaged
goods that are stored on behalf of their customers. Company A would collect, pack and wrap
these packaged goods in bulk on pallets. These pallets will be delivered upon their
customer’s request.

Company A is not a producer in this case as:
1

They do not supply regulated goods in Singapore (19(2)(a) RSA).

Table 15: Activity and Specified Packaging to be reported for Case Study 6
S/N
1

Activity
Delivering of regulated
goods using transport
packaging to
businesses

Packaging to be reported
None

Section of RSA
-

The bulk transport
packaging (e.g. crates,
pallets, shrink wrap) that
comes with goods need
not be reported as they are
not provided to consumers
(e.g. households)
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Case Study #7
Company T is in the business of manufacturing packaging and is contracted by Company
Z registered in Singapore to produce packaging for its goods. Company T imports the raw
materials used as infeed for the manufacturing of the packaging which is done in Singapore.
Company T then fills these packaging with the goods of Company Z. Thereafter, the packaged
goods are sent to Company Z to be sold locally.

Both Company T and Company Z are producers and have to report on their
packaging supplied to Singapore.
Company T is a producer and has to report packaging based on the
following activity:
Table 16: Activity and Specified Packaging to be reported for Case Study 7(a)
S/N

1

Activity
Importing of raw
materials for the
manufacture of
packaging

Packaging to be reported
Packaging of imported
raw materials unless such
packaging are excluded
from the definition of
specified packaging such
as the bulk transport
packaging (e.g. carton
boxes, crates, tubs, pallets,
shrink wrap, sacks) that
comes with the imported
goods. These packaging
need not be reported
as long as they are not
provided to consumers
(e.g. households)

Section of RSA
19(2)(a)

Company Z is a producer and has to report packaging based on the
following activity:
Table 17: Activity and Specified Packaging to be reported for Case Study 7(b)
S/N

1

Activity
Filling of goods into the
packaging

Packaging to be reported
Packaging of the goods
will be reported by
Company Z as it engages
Company T to fill its goods
into the packaging

Section of RSA
19(2)(b)(ii)
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Case Study #8
Company G is a manufacturer of packaged beverage goods. The raw materials and packaging
used to produce their packaged goods are imported into Singapore. The raw materials are
stored in both ISO tanks and bulk bags which remain in their possession. Company G also
conducts product samplings where they use disposable cups bought from local suppliers to
serve their goods to business clients. Their packaged beverage goods are mostly exported
with a small percentage supplied in Singapore.

Company G is a producer and has to report packaging based on the
following activities:
Table 18: Activity and Specified Packaging to be reported for Case Study 8
S/N

Activity

Packaging to be reported

Section of RSA

1

Importing of raw
materials for the
manufacture of goods

Packaging of imported
raw materials unless such
packaging are excluded
from the definition of
specified packaging such
as the bulk transport
packaging (e.g. carton
boxes, crates, tubs, pallets,
shrink wrap, sacks) that
comes with the imported
goods. These packaging
need not be reported as
they are not provided
to consumers (e.g.
households)

19(2)(a)

2

Importing of packaging
to pack the goods

Packaging of the
packaging

19(2)(a)

3

Storing of raw
materials in ISO tanks
and bulk bags

None

19(1)

The ISO tanks and
bulk bags remain in
the possession of the
beverage manufacturer
to be re-used
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S/N

4

5

Activity

Packaging to be reported

Providing disposable
cups bought from local
suppliers to business
clients for product
sampling

Disposable cups

Manufacturing of
packaged goods

Packaging of the goods
supplied to the local
market (regardless of
sales volume)

Section of RSA
19(2)(b)(iv)

Packaging of the
disposable cups will be
reported by the local
suppliers
19(2)(b)(i)
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Appendix D

Mandatory Packaging Reporting
(MPR) Submission Portal
Interface Guide
What Will You Need

A computer with internet access.

Before accessing the Mandatory
Packaging Reporting Submission portal,
please ensure that you have a valid
Singpass and have been assigned
access to NEA’s Digital Services called
“NEA Waste and Resource Management
System”. Your company CorpPass Admin
can set up the digital services under
Entity’s Digital Services in CorpPass.

IMPORTANT NOTE!
For information on CorpPass, please access https://www.corppass.gov.sg.

Additional Notes
To reduce the time required to perform the submission, please prepare the
following documents:
Filled Packaging Data Excel Reporting Template for submission
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Note:

The Packaging Data Excel Reporting Template can be downloaded
from NEA MPR website at https://www.nea.gov.sg/packaging and/or
within the portal.
Methodology Document
List of Brand Names / Franchise Brand Names (if relevant)
Your company will receive an email notification upon registration, submission, and
acceptance of submission.

Role and Rights
Legend:

Function is accessible to role.

Function is inaccessible to role.
Roles

Function

MPR Rep

Submission of Reports

Updating of Company Details

Terms of Reference
Term

Description

KPI

Key Performance Indicator

MPR

Mandatory Packaging Reporting

Rep

Representative

UEN

Unique Entity Number

WRMS

Waste and Resource Management System

ACRA

Accounting and Corporate Regulatory Authority

NEA

National Environment Agency
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1

Getting Started
1.1 How to access NEA’s Mandatory Packaging Reporting Portal
Ensure that your computer has internet access.
Launch your web browser (e.g. Internet Explorer 11 and higher, Firefox 52 and higher,
Chrome 56 and higher, etc.) and access the WRMS home page through:
https://wrms.nea.gov.sg.
Click on “Mandatory Packaging Reporting (MPR)” as shown in Figure 1.1.1: Mandatory
Packaging Reporting (MPR).

Figure 1.1.1:
Mandatory Packaging Reporting (MPR)
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Click on ‘Login’ to proceed

Figure 1.1.2:
Singpass Login Page

If this is your first time logging into the portal, refer to part a. Otherwise, please refer to
part b.
a) The screen will show the Registration for Mandatory Packaging Reporting Page as
shown in Figure 1.1.3: Registration for Mandatory Packaging Reporting.

Figure 1.1.3:
Registration for Mandatory Packaging Reporting
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OR
b) The screen will show the MPR Rep “Dashboard” as shown in Figure 1.1.4: MPR Rep
Dashboard below.

Figure 1.1.4:
MPR Rep Dashboard

In the dashboard, there are two sections:
Pending Submission: Lists submissions that have yet to be submitted by your company.
Past Submission: Lists all previous submissions made by your company.
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1.2 How to log out of the Reporting Portal
Click on the ‘Logout’ button at the top right corner to exit the service as shown in
Figure 1.2.1: Logout Button. You will return to the WRMS home page.

Figure 1.2.1:
Logout Button

1.3 Registration
There are 2 radio buttons in the Prerequisite Form: one to declare that the company’s
annual turnover is more than S$10 million, and one to declare that the company’s
annual turnover is less than S$10 million. These 2 radio buttons will hide or unhide
certain textboxes. Select the radio button that is valid for the company you are
registering and submitting on behalf of.
Companies with an annual turnover of above S$10 million are required to declare
their Annual Turnover (in millions) as shown in Figure 1.3.1: Prerequisite
(Above 10 million).
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Figure 1.3.1:
Prerequisite (Above 10 million)

Enter the Annual Turnover Amount (in millions).
a) Click on the ‘Next’ button to proceed.
b) By clicking the ‘Clear’ button. A pop-up will appear for your confirmation to
clear all fields as shown in Figure 1.3.2: Clear Data Confirmation. Click ‘Yes’ to
continue clearing the fields. Click ‘No’ to cancel clearing all the fields.

Figure 1.3.2:
Clear Data Confirmation
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In this section, you may enter your “Company Details”, “Primary Contact
Information”, and “Secondary Contact Information”. The “Singapore Registered
Company Address” will be filled in automatically with information from ACRA
as shown in Figure 1.3.3: Registration for MPR (1), Figure 1.3.4: Registration
for MPR (2), Figure 1.3.5: Registration for MPR (3).

Note:

If the information in the ACRA database is not updated, the
information used to automatically fill the fields will be incorrect as
well. Please update the information in ACRA before continuing.
Fill in the fields for under Company Details, and Primary Contact Information, and
Secondary Contact Information. Do note that in Figure 1.3.3: Registration for
MPR (1) and Figure 1.3.4: Registration for MPR (2), the fields highlighted in red
boxes are automatically filled with information from ACRA.
By selecting ‘Yes’ in the red box in Figure 1.3.5: Registration for MPR (3), you
consent to being served any documents relevant to the MPR only through email.
No hardcopy documents will be served.
a) Click on the ‘Save Draft’ Button to save the information that has been filled in.
OR
b) Click on the ‘Back’ button. A pop-up will appear for your confirmation to
return to Prerequisite page as shown in Figure 1.3.6: Confirmation to Return to
Prerequisite. Click ‘Confirm’ to return to the previous page. Click ‘Cancel’ to cancel
this action.
OR
c) Click on the ‘Next’ button to continue with the registration process
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Figure 1.3.3:
Registration for MPR (1)

Figure 1.3.4:
Registration for MPR (2)
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Figure 1.3.5:
Registration for MPR (3)

Figure 1.3.6:
Confirmation to Return to Prerequisite

Review the information on the confirmation page, as shown in Figure 1.3.7:
Registration Company Details, Figure 1.3.8: Registration Registered Company
Address - Primary Contact, Figure 1.3.9: Registration Secondary Contact.
a) Click on the ‘Back’ button if you would like to amend any of the information.
b) Click on the ‘Save Draft’ button to save current the information entered as
a draft.
c) Click on the ‘Submit’ button to submit the information entered and carry on
with registration.
i) A pop-up will appear, as shown in Figure 1.3.10: Registration Confirmation.
Click on the checkbox to check it, followed by the ‘Submit’ button to continue.
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Figure 1.3.7:
Registration Company Details

Figure 1.3.8:
Registration Registered Company Address - Primary Contact
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Figure 1.3.9:
Registration Secondary Contact

Figure 1.3.10:
Registration Confirmation
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Upon clicking the ‘Submit’ button, you will be led to an acknowledgement page,
as shown in Figure 1.3.11: Registration Acknowledgement. This means that
you have successfully registered the company you are representing for the MPR.
Now, the Left Menu Panel should have 2 new options: “Submit MPR” and “Update
Company Details”.
a) Click on the ‘Back to Dashboard’ button to be directed to the Dashboard Page.
i) Alternatively, you may click ‘Submit MPR’ at the Left Menu Panel.
b) Click on the ‘Print Acknowledgement’ button to print a copy of the
acknowledgement.

Figure 1.3.11:
Registration Acknowledgement
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1.4 Navigating the system
You may access two sections through the left menu panel: “Submit MPR”, and
“Update Company Details”.
The ‘Submit MPR’ button leads to the Dashboard that provides an overview of
all submissions.
The ‘Update Company Details’ button enables you to view and edit your registered
company’s information.
Both sections can be accessed through the appropriate header in the left menu panel,
as shown in Figure 1.4.1: Left Menu Panel.

Figure 1.4.1:
Left Menu Panel
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2

Submission of MPR
2.1 Navigating the dashboard
The dashboard provides an overview of all submission-related matters.
Under the “Pending Submission” section, the yearly reporting that is open for
submission but have yet to be submitted by your company will be listed as shown in
Figure 2.1.1: Pending Submission Section.

Figure 2.1.1:
Pending Submission Section
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All previous submissions will be listed under the “Past Submission” section as shown
in Figure 2.1.2: Past Submission Section.
After submission, records from the “Pending Submission” section will be reflected
under this section.

Figure 2.1.2:
Past Submission Section
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2.2 How to submit MPR
Companies are required to submit the required reports annually as long as they meet the
reporting requirements. Please ensure that a new Packaging Data Excel Reporting Template is
used for each annual submission.
To begin submission, click on the ‘Edit’ button in the “Pending Submission” section as
shown in Figure 2.2.1: Edit Pending Submission Dashboard. You will be brought to the
“Download Template” page as shown in Figure 2.2.2: Download Template Page.
You may click on the ‘Download Packaging Data Template’ hyperlink to download
a copy of the Packaging Data Excel Reporting Template, as shown in Figure 2.2.2:
Download Template Page point 1.
Fill the Packaging Data Excel Reporting Template with the data required for submission
if you have not done so.
Review the Terms & Conditions and ensure that you understand and agree to them.
Check the checkbox as shown in Figure 2.2.2: Download Template Page point 2. After
the checkbox has been selected, the ‘Next’ button will be enabled.

Figure 2.2.1:
Edit Pending Submission Dashboard
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Figure 2.2.2:
Download Template Page

Click on the ‘Next’ button to proceed. You will be brought to the “Upload Submission”
page as shown in Figure 2.2.3: Upload Submission Page (1) and Figure 2.2.4: Upload
Submission Page (2).

Figure 2.2.3:
Upload Submission Page (1)
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Figure 2.2.4:
Upload Submission Page (2)

Packaging data

Click on the ‘Choose File’ button to select the filled Packaging Data Excel
Reporting Template.
An “Open File” dialogue will appear for you to choose the file to be uploaded.
Alternatively, you can drag and drop the file into the area labelled “Drop File here”.
The Packaging Data Excel Reporting Template is a mandatory document and must
be attached.
Click on the ‘Choose File’ button to select the prepared Methodology Document.
An “Open File” dialogue will appear for you to choose the file to be uploaded.
Alternatively, you can drag and drop the file into the area labelled “Drop File here”.
The Methodology Document is a mandatory document and must be attached.
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Click on the ‘Choose File’ button to select the List of Brand Names/Franchise Brand
Name Document (if relevant).
An “Open File” dialogue will appear for you to choose the file to be uploaded.
Alternatively, you can drag and drop the file into the area labelled “Drop File here”.
Click on the ‘Choose File’ button to select Other Supporting Documents if necessary.
An “Open File” dialogue will appear for you to choose the file to be uploaded.
Alternatively, you can drag and drop the file into the area labelled “Drop File here”.

3R plan for packaging

Click on the ‘Add Plan’ button to input your Improvement Plan Details. A pop-up will
appear, as shown in Figure 2.2.5: Plan Details.

Figure 2.2.5:
Plan Details
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In this pop-up, you are required to enter your 3R Plans for Packaging in Singapore.
Select the Type of Improvement Plan by clicking on the dropdown box.
Type in a Brief Description of the Improvement in the text box.
Select the KPI from the dropdown box.
Enter the target KPI.
Enter the Target Completion Date.
Upload the Supporting Documents, by clicking on the ‘Choose File’ button to select
the Supporting Document.
i) An “Open File” dialogue will appear for you to choose the file to be uploaded.
ii) Alternatively, you can drag and drop the file into the area labelled “Drop File here”.
Type in Other Remarks in the textbox for “Other Remarks”.
Clicking on the ‘Clear’ Button will clear all the fields and remove all uploaded
documents.
Click on the ‘Cancel’ button or the ‘X’ icon on the top right corner of the pop-up screen
to exit the pop-up. Another pop-up will appear, as shown in Figure 2.2.6:
Plan Details Confirmation.
Click on the ’Exit without Saving’ button to return to the Upload Submission screen
while discarding any data that was filled in.
Click on the ‘Save and Exit’ button to save any data that was filled and return to the
Upload Submission screen.
Click on the ‘X’ icon on the top right corner of the pop-up screen to exit the
Confirmation pop-up and continue filling the pop-up.
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Figure 2.2.6:
Plan Details Confirmation

Click on the ‘Save’ Button to save the information that was entered. The pop-up will
then be dismissed. Confirm that the data was successfully added by reviewing the “3R
Plans for Packaging” section, as shown in Figure 2.2.7: 3R Plans for Packaging Table.

Figure 2.2.7:
3R Plans for Packaging Table
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Click on the ’Back’ to return to the “Download Template” page. A pop-up will appear, as
shown in Figure 2.2.8: Confirmation Pop-up.
i) Click on the ‘Cancel’ button to return to the Upload Submission Page.
OR
ii) Click on the ’Confirm’ button to be directed to the “Download Template” Page. The
document will not be saved.

Figure 2.2.8:
Confirmation Pop-up

To continue with the submission later, click on the ‘Save as Draft’ button. A banner
with the message “The record has been updated successfully.” will appear as shown in
Figure 2.2.9: Saved MPR Submission Draft.

Figure 2.2.9:
Saved MPR Submission Draft
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To retrieve this saved submission, scroll to the “Pending Submission” section and
identify the record with the “Draft” status, as shown in Figure 2.2.10: Continue Editing
Draft Submission.
To continue editing the draft, click the edit icon
To view the draft, click the view icon

Figure 2.2.10:
Continue Editing Draft Submission

By clicking the ‘Clear’ button, all entries and uploaded files would be removed.
A pop-up will appear to seek confirmation, as shown in Figure 2.2.11: Draft Clear.
Click the ‘Continue’ button to clear all fields. Click the ‘Cancel’ button to cancel the action.

Figure 2.2.11:
Draft Clear
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Click the ‘Next’ button to continue with the submission process.
You will be directed to the “Submission Confirmation” page as shown in Figure 2.2.12:
Submission Confirmation Page and Figure 2.2.13: Submission Confirmation Page (2).

Figure 2.2.12:
Submission Confirmation Page

Figure 2.2.13:
Submission Confirmation Page (2)
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You may review all the information entered during the report submission process on
“Submission Confirmation” page before completing the submission. You may download
the files submitted individually for review, or download the submission as a whole. The
3R Plans will be displayed in an Excel format.
To continue with the submission later, click the ‘Save as Draft’ button. A banner with
the message “Record has been saved.” will appear as shown in
Figure 2.2.14: Draft Banner.

Figure 2.2.14:
Draft Banner

To retrieve the draft, scroll to the “Pending Submission” section and identify the
record with the “Draft” status, as shown in Figure 2.2.15: Continue Editing Draft
Submission Record.
i) To continue editing the draft, click the edit icon
ii) To view the draft, click the view icon
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Figure 2.2.15:
Continue Editing Draft Submission Record

IMPORTANT NOTE!
If you have saved your submission as a draft, do remember to complete the
submission before the deadline.

To complete the submission, click the ‘Next’ button. A pop-up will appear for
confirmation, as shown in Figure 2.2.16: Declaration Before Submission. If you would
like to exit the pop-up screen, click the ’X’ icon at the top right corner of the pop-up
screen. To continue, check the checkbox and click the ’Submit’ button.

Figure 2.2.16:
Declaration Before Submission
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By clicking the ’Submit’ Button, you will be directed to the “Acknowledgement” page,
as shown in as shown in Figure 2.2.17: MPR Submission Acknowledgement Page.
An email notification will be sent to you. The “Submitted” status indicates that the
submission is complete. To print this page, click on the ‘Print Acknowledgement’ button.
To return to the submission dashboard, click on the ‘Back to Dashboard’ button as
shown in the red boxes in Figure 2.2.17: MPR Submission Acknowledgement Page.

Figure 2.2.17:
MPR Submission Acknowledgement Page

If the “Submission Failed” status appears, as shown in Figure 2.2.18: MPR Submission
Failed, please refer to the next section 2.3 for instructions on how to resolve this.

Figure 2.2.18:
MPR Submission Failed
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2.3 How to resubmit if validation fails
After submission, the system will validate the information within the Packaging Data Excel
Reporting Template. Submissions will be marked as “Submission Failed” when validation
errors were encountered when processing the Packaging Data Excel Reporting Template. An
email notification will also be sent to you if there are validation errors.
Scroll to the “Pending Submission” section of the “Dashboard” as shown in
Figure 2.3.1: Recent Submission Section. Under “Details of Submission”, click on the
‘Validation Fail’ button to download & view the error report which will be in an Excel
sheet as shown in Figure 2.3.2: Error Report. The error report will show the user all the
errors that exist within the Packaging Data Excel Reporting Template.

Figure 2.3.1:
Recent Submission Section

Figure 2.3.2:
Error Report

Click on the ‘Edit’ button, as shown in Figure 2.3.3: Failed Submission Details and you
will be redirected to the “Submission” page where you can re-submit your Packaging
Data Excel Reporting Template.
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Figure 2.3.3:
Failed Submission Details

Click on the ‘Packaging Data’ hyperlink to download the submission of the report
as shown in Figure 2.3.4: Packaging Data Excel Reporting Template that Failed
Validation. Amend the Packaging Data Excel Reporting Template according to the
errors listed in the error report.

Figure 2.3.4:
Packaging Data Excel Reporting Template that Failed Validation

Click on the red ‘x’ icon beside the file hyperlink, as shown in Figure 2.3.4: Packaging
Data Excel Reporting Template that Failed Validation, to remove the attached file.
Thereafter, attach the amended file.

Note:

To continue the submission later, you may save this submission as a
draft. For more information on how to do this, refer to point “p” and
“q” at page 120 and 121 of this document.
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Click on the “Next” button to continue with the submission process.
You will be directed to the “Confirmation” page as shown in Figure 2.3.5: Submission
Confirmation Page. The “Confirmation” page shows all the information that was
entered in the previous pages before fully submitting the submission. You can download
the attached files individually for review, or download the whole submission, as shown
in Figure 2.3.6: Submission Confirmation Page (2). The 3R Plans will be displayed in an
excel format.

Figure 2.3.5:
Submission Confirmation Page
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Figure 2.3.6:
Submission Confirmation Page (2)

To complete the submission, click on the ‘Submit’ button. A pop-up will appear for
confirmation, as shown in Figure 2.3.7: Submission Confirmation Declaration Pop-up.
If you would like to exit this pop-up, click the ‘X’ icon at the top right corner of the popup screen. To continue, check the checkbox and click the ‘Submit’ button.

Figure 2.3.7:
Submission Confirmation Declaration Pop-up
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Upon clicking the ‘Submit’ Button, you will be directed to the “Acknowledgement”
Page, as shown in Figure 2.3.8: Submission Acknowledgement Page. An email
notification will be sent to you upon submission. To print this page, click the ‘Print
Acknowledgement’ Button. To return to the submission dashboard, click the ‘Back to
Dashboard’ Button.

Figure 2.3.8:
Submission Acknowledgement Page

If resubmission is successful, the status of the submission record will be changed
to “Submitted” as shown in Figure 2.3.9: Submitted Status for Resubmission. If
there are still errors in the report, the status will remain as “Validation Fail” under the
“Pending Submission” section as shown in Figure 2.3.10: Validation Fail Status for
Resubmission. Please revisit Section 2.3 if the status remains as “Validation Fail”.

Figure 2.3.9:
Submitted Status for Resubmission
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Figure 2.3.10:
Validation Fail Status for Resubmission

2.4 How to make a resubmission if submission is returned by NEA
NEA will review the submission once it is successful. NEA will return the submission if there
are any clarifications required and the status of the submission will be indicated as
“Returned for Resubmission”. An email notification will also be sent to remind you to
resubmit the submission.
Scroll to the Pending Submission section of the Dashboard as shown in
Figure 2.4.1: Pending Submission Section
a) Identify the record that reflects “Returned for Resubmission” and click on the Edit
Details icon

Figure 2.4.1:
Pending Submission Section

You will be redirected to the Download Template Page. This will allow you to download
a new Packaging Data Excel Reporting Template.
Check on the checkbox and click on the ‘Next’ button.
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The screen will show the Upload Submissions Page as shown in Figure 2.4.2: Upload
Submissions Page.

Figure 2.4.2:
Upload Submissions Page

Click on the file hyperlinks to download the previous submission files as shown in
Figure 2.4.2: Upload Submissions Page. View NEA comments under Officer
Remark and amend/update the submission if required as shown in Figure 2.4.3:
Officer Remarks.

Figure 2.4.3:
Officer Remarks
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Add your remarks to inform NEA of the changes to the submission you have made.
Upload the amended Packaging Data Excel Reporting Template, Methodology
Document File, List of Brand Names / Franchise Names file (if relevant) and
Other Supporting Documents, if required, as shown in Figure 2.4.2: Upload
Submissions Page.
Click on the ‘Next’ button to continue to the “Confirmation” Page.

Verify the data that was input, and the files were uploaded from the previous page.
a) Click on the ‘Back’ button if you would like to amend any data that was input or file
that was uploaded.
b) Click on the ‘Submit’ button to continue with the submission.
i) A pop-up will appear. Check the checkbox and click on the ‘Submit’ button to continue.
You will reach the acknowledgement page, as shown in Figure 2.4.4: Resubmission
Acknowledgement Page.

Figure 2.4.4:
Resubmission Acknowledgement Page
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If resubmission is successful, the status of the submission will be changed to
“Submitted” as shown in Figure 2.4.5: Submitted Status (After Resubmission).

Figure 2.4.5:
Submitted Status (After Resubmission)

2.5 How to view a submission
This section illustrates how to view your submission. The steps for this section apply to all
submission status.

Locate the submission that you would like to view.
Click on the ‘View’ Icon

, as shown in Figure 2.5.1: View Submission.

Figure 2.5.1:
View Submission
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c

You will be directed to the “Confirmation Page”, as shown in Figure 2.5.2: View
Submission Confirmation Page. This page allows you to view the data you submitted,
download the individual attached files, as shown in point 1, and/or download the
submission as a whole, as shown in point 2.

Figure 2.5.2:
View Submission Confirmation Page

1

2
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3

Management of company information
This section illustrates how to view and edit your company information, such as address
and contact details.

3.1 How to view and edit my company’s information
Click on the ‘Update Company Details’ button on the left menu panel as shown in
Figure 3.1.1 Update Company Details, highlighted in the red box.

Figure 3.1.1:
Update Company Details
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You will be brought to the “Prerequisite” page as shown in Figure 3.1.2:
Manage Prerequisite.

Figure 3.1.2:
Manage Prerequisite

In this section, you could update your company’s annual turnover if you have previously
entered an incorrect value.
Click on the ‘Next’ button to proceed to the next section.
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You will be brought to the Registration page where you can view and edit your
company’s information as shown in Figure 3.1.3: View & Edit Company Details (1),
Figure 3.1.4: View & Edit Company Details (2), Figure 3.1.5: View & Edit Company
Details (3). Fields under “Singapore Registered Company Address” cannot be amended
unless it has been updated in ACRA. The fields would have been filled in with the
information previously specified during registration or your previous edit.
a) Only “Industry Classifications” and “Contact Details” can be amended.
b) UEN cannot be amended.

Figure 3.1.3:
View & Edit Company Details (1)
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Figure 3.1.4:
View & Edit Company Details (2)

Figure 3.1.5:
View & Edit Company Details (3)
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Amend the desired fields in the “Company Details”, “Primary Contact Information” &
“Secondary Contact Information” sections.
Click on the ‘Back to Top’ button to return to the top of the page.
Click on the ‘Back’ button to return to the “Prerequisite” page.
Click on the ‘Save Draft’ button to temporarily save the changes made in the
“Registration” page.
Click on the ‘Next’ button to save the changes made in the “Registration” page.
You will be redirected to be “Confirmation” Page, as shown in Figure 3.1.6:
Update Company Details Confirmation Page (1), Figure 3.1.7: Update Company
Details Confirmation Page (2) and Figure 3.1.8: Update Company Details
Confirmation Page (3), to review the information you keyed in before updating
the Company Information
i) Click on the ‘Submit’ button to save the amended details.
ii) Click on the ‘Save Draft’ button to temporarily save the changes made.
iii) Click on the ‘Back’ button to return to the “Registration” Page. Changes will not
be saved.

Figure 3.1.6:
Update Company Details Confirmation Page (1)
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Figure 3.1.7:
Update Company Details Confirmation Page (2)

Figure 3.1.8:
Update Company Details Confirmation Page (3)
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Click on the ‘Submit’ button to submit the data that was input and carry on with
updating the Company Information.
a) A pop-up will appear, as shown in Figure 3.1.9: Update Company Details
Confirmation Pop-up. Click on the checkbox to check it, followed by the ‘Submit’ button
to continue.
b) Click the ‘X’ icon at the top right corner of the pop-up screen to exit the pop-up and
return to the Confirmation Page.

Figure 3.1.9:
Update Company Details Confirmation Pop-up

Upon clicking on the ‘Submit’ button, you will be led to the “Acknowledgement” page as
shown in Figure 3.1.10: Update Company Details Acknowledgement Page. You have
successfully updated your Company Information for the MPR.

Figure 3.1.10:
Update Company Details Acknowledgement Page
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